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Biological Backstory Of Coming Apart The
State Of White America 1960
Eventually, you will totally discover a further experience and execution by spending more cash. yet
when? attain you take that you require to get those every needs gone having significantly cash? Why
dont you try to get something basic in the beginning? Thats something that will guide you to understand
even more roughly speaking the globe, experience, some places, considering history, amusement, and a lot
more?
It is your very own period to appear in reviewing habit. in the middle of guides you could enjoy now is
Life History Evolution And Sociology The Biological Backstory Of Coming Apart The State Of White
America 1960 below.
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B. Provine 1986 "Provine's thorough and

The need for a new paradigm for the 21st century

thoroughly admirable examination of Wright's life

is clear. However, many distrust biology as a factor

and influence, which is accompanied by a very

in studies of criminal behavior, whether because of

useful collection of Wright's papers on evolution, is

limited exposure or because the orientation of

the best we have for any recent figure in

criminology in general has a propensity to see it as

evolutionary biology."—Joe Felsenstein, Nature "In

racist, classist, or at least illiberal. This innovative

Sewall Wright and Evolutionary Biology . . .

new book by noted criminologist Anthony Walsh

Provine has produced an intellectual biography

dispels such fears, examining how information from

which serves to chart in considerable detail both the

the biological sciences strengthens criminology

life and work of one man and the history of

work and both complements and improves upon

evolutionary theory in the middle half of this

traditional theories of criminal behavior. With its

century. Provine is admirably suited to his task. . . .

reasoned case for biological science as a fundamental

The resulting book is clearly a labour of love which

tool of the criminologist, Walsh's groundbreaking

will be of great interest to those who have a mature

work will be required reading for all students and

interest in the history of evolutionary theory."-John

faculty within the field of criminology.

Durant, ;ITimes Higher Education Supplement;X

The Concise Encyclopedia of Sociology George

Biology and Criminology Anthony Walsh

Ritzer 2010-12-03 This concise encyclopedia is the

2010-03-17 Numerous criminologists have noted

most complete international survey of sociology

their dissatisfaction with the state of criminology.

ever created in one volume. Contains over 800
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entries from the whole breadth of the discipline

all aspects and sub-disciplines of the field of dental

Distilled from the highly regarded Blackwell

anthropology—from its origins and evolution

Encyclopedia of Sociology, with entries completely

through to the latest scientific research. Represents

revised and updated to provide succinct and up-to-

the most comprehensive coverage of all sub-

date coverage of the fundamental topics Global in

disciplines of dental anthropology available today

scope, both in terms of topics and contributors Each

Features individual chapters written by experts in

entry includes references and suggestions for

their specific area of dental research Includes

further reading Cross-referencing allows easy

authors who also present results from their research

movement around the volume

through case studies or voiced opinions about their

An Explanation and Criticism of the Doctrines and

work Offers extensive coverage of topics relating to

Proposals of Scientific Socialism James Edward Le

dental evolution, morphometric variation, and

Rossignol 1921

pathology

Evolution and the Theory of Games John Maynard

Evolution Of Life Histories Derek Roff 1993-04-30

Smith 1982-10-21 This 1982 book is an account of an

There are many different types of organisms in the

alternative way of thinking about evolution and the

world: they differ in size, physiology, appearance,

theory of games.

and life history. The challenge for evolutionary

A Companion to Dental Anthropology Joel D. Irish

biology is to explain how such diversity arises. The

2020-12-22 Companion to Dental Anthropology

Evolution of Life Histories does this by showing

presents a collection of original readings addressing

that natural selection is the principal underlying
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force molding life history variation. The book

issues, including traditional questions in the

describes in particular the ways in which variation

philosophy of social science as well as those specific

can be analyzed and predicted. It covers both the

to these disciplines. Authors attend to the historical

genetic and optimization approaches to life history

development of the current debates and set the

analysis and gives an overview of the general

stage for future work. · Comprehensive survey of

framework of life history theory and the

philosophical issues in anthropology and sociology ·

mathematical tools by which predictions can be

Historical discussion of important debates ·

made and tested. Factors affecting the age schedule

Applications to current research in anthropology

of birth and death and the costs of reproduction are

and sociology

discussed. The Evolution of Life Histories

In the Light of Evolution National Academy of

concentrates on those theoretical developments that

Sciences 2017-01-01 Biodiversity-the genetic

have been tested experimentally. It will interest

variety of life-is an exuberant product of the

both students and professionals in evolution,

evolutionary past, a vast human-supportive resource

evolutionary ecology, mathematical and theoretical

(aesthetic, intellectual, and material) of the present,

biology, and zoology and entomology.

and a rich legacy to cherish and preserve for the

Philosophy of Anthropology and Sociology

future. Two urgent challenges, and opportunities,

2011-08-12 This volume concerns philosophical

for 21st-century science are to gain deeper insights

issues that arise from the practice of anthropology

into the evolutionary processes that foster biotic

and sociology. The essays cover a wide range of

diversity, and to translate that understanding into
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workable solutions for the regional and global crises

Light of Evolution series focuses on recent

that biodiversity currently faces. A grasp of

developments in phylogeographic research and

evolutionary principles and processes is important

their relevance to past accomplishments and future

in other societal arenas as well, such as education,

research directions.

medicine, sociology, and other applied fields

Culture Evolves Andrew Whiten 2012 Culture and

including agriculture, pharmacology, and

cultural evolution are uniquely significant

biotechnology. The ramifications of evolutionary

phenomena in evolutionary biology: they are

thought also extend into learned realms traditionally

products of biological evolution, yet they

reserved for philosophy and religion. The central

supplement genetic transmission with social

goal of the In the Light of Evolution (ILE) series is

transmission, thus achieving a certain independence

to promote the evolutionary sciences through state-

from natural selection. However, cultural evolution

of-the-art colloquia-in the series of Arthur M.

nevertheless expresses key Darwinian processes

Sackler colloquia sponsored by the National

itself and also interacts with genetic evolution. Just

Academy of Sciences-and their published

how culture fits into the grander framework of

proceedings. Each installment explores evolutionary

evolution is a big issuethough, yet one that has

perspectives on a particular biological topic that is

received relatively little scientific attention

scientifically intriguing but also has special

compared to, for example, genetic evolution.

relevance to contemporary societal issues or

Culture Evolves is the outcome of a major

challenges. This tenth and final edition of the In the

interdisciplinarymeeting held by The Royal Society
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and the British Academy which explored new

examines how human patterns of and variability in

discoveries and controversies regarding cultural

growth and development have altered later life

evolution - from the roots of culture in the animal

survival probabilities and competencies, and how

kingdom to investigations of the cognitive

survival during mid-life contributes to senescent

adaptations shaping our special cultural nature. The

dysfunction and alteration. Discussing possibilities of

book contains papers writeen by leading experts

further extending human life span, it gives a better

from the fields of ethology, behavioural ecology,

understanding of how humans came to senesce as

primatology, comparative psychology, archaeology,

slowly as we do over our lifespan. Bringing

anthropology, evolutionary biology and

together gerontological, anthropological and

developmental psychology.

biocultural research, it explores human variation in

Synthetic Philosophy ... Herbert Spencer 1921

chronic disease, senescence and life span as outcomes

Human Senescence Douglas E. Crews 2003-12-11

of early life adaptation and the success of

Much research on the biology of senescence is on

humankind's sociocultural evolution. It is a

cell-lines, nematodes or fruit flies, that are only of

benchmark publication for all interested in how and

peripheral relevance to the problems encountered

why we age.

in humans. Human Senescence is a text which

The Adaptive Landscape in Evolutionary Biology

reviews the evolutionary biology of human

Erik Svensson 2012-05-17 The 'Adaptive Landscape'

senescence and life span, and the evolutionarily

has been a central concept in population genetics

recent development of late-life survival. It

and evolutionary biology since this powerful
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metaphor was first formulated in 1932. This volume

study of evolution, particularly the transformation

brings together historians of science, philosophers,

of societies from simple to ever-more complex

ecologists, and evolutionary biologists, to discuss the

forms. By comprehensively reviewing the original

state of the art from several different perspectives.

ways that sociologists applied evolutionary theory

The New Evolutionary Sociology Jonathan H.

and examining the recent renewal and expansion of

Turner 2018-03-09 For decades, evolutionary

these early approaches, the authors confront the

analysis was overlooked or altogether ignored by

challenges posed by biology, neuroscience, and

sociologists. Fears and biases persisted nearly a

psychology to distinct evolutionary approaches

century after Auguste Comte gave the discipline its

within sociology. They emerge with key

name, as did concerns that its effect would only

theoretical and methodological discoveries that

reduce sociology to another discipline – whether

demonstrate the critical – and compelling – case for

biology, psychology, or economics. Worse,

a dramatically enriched sociology that incorporates

apprehension that the application of evolutionary

all forms of comparative evolutionary analysis to its

theory would encourage heightened perceptions of

canon and study of sociocultural phenomena.

racism, sexism, ethnocentrism and reductionism

Life History Evolution and Sociology Steven C.

pervaded. Turner and Machalek argue instead for a

Hertler 2017-01-23 This book supplies the

new embrace of biology and evolutionary analysis.

evolutionary and genetic framework that Charles

Sociology, from its very beginnings in the early

Murray, towards the end of Coming Apart: The

19th century, has always been concerned with the

State of White America 1960-2010, predicts will one
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day explain revolutionary change in American

recognizable as the social ills of Fishtown, Murray’s

society. Murray’s Coming Apart documents 50 years

archetypal working class community. In turn, the

of changed college admissions, government

thirty years of life history literature herein

incentives, mating and migration patterns that have

reviewed confirms the biological logic of elite

wrought national divisions across indexes of

intermarriage and sequestration. The source of life

marriage, industriousness, honesty, and religiosity.

history variation, policy implications, and

The framework discussed is life history evolution, a

demography are discussed.

sub-discipline within evolutionary biology singly

Political Biology M. Meloni 2016-05-25 This book

capable of explaining why violent crime, property

explores the socio-political implications of human

crime, low marriage rates, father absence, early

heredity from the second half of the nineteenth

birth, low educational achievement, low income,

century to the present postgenomic moment. It

poverty, lack of religiosity and reduced

addresses three main phases in the politicization of

achievement striving will reliably co-occur as part

heredity: the peak of radical eugenics (1900-1945),

of a complex. This complex augments facultatively,

characterized by an aggressive ethos of supporting

developmentally and evolutionarily in response to

the transformation of human society via biological

unpredictable and uncontrollable sources of

knowledge; the repositioning, after 1945, of

mortality. The uncertain tenure of life wrought by

biological thinking into a liberal-democratic, human

unpredictable and uncontrollable mortality selects

rights framework; and the present postgenomic

for a present-oriented use of bioenergetics resources

crisis in which the genome can no longer be
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understood as insulated from environmental signals.

biological sciences that can be traced to the origins of

In Political Biology, Maurizio Meloni argues that

the discipline, and that took on modern form

thanks to the ascendancy of epigenetics we may be

beginning a generation ago in the works of thinkers

witnessing a return to soft heredity - the idea that

such as E.O. Wilson, Richard Alexander, Joseph

these signals can cause changes in biology that are

Lopreato, and Richard Machalek. It offers an

themselves transferable to succeeding generations.

accessible introduction to rethinking sociological

This book will be of great interest to scholars across

science in consonance with these contemporary

science and technology studies, the philosophy and

biological revolutions. From the standpoint of a

history of science, and political and social theory.

biosociology rooted in the single most important

Toward a Biosocial Science Alexander Riley

scientific theory touching on human life, the

2021-05-03 Sociology is in crisis. While other

Darwinian theory of natural selection, the book

disciplines have taken on board the revolutionary

sketches an evolutionary social science that would

discoveries driven by evolutionary biology and

enable us to properly attend to basic questions of

psychology, genomics and behavioral genetics, and

human nature, human behavior, and human social

the neurosciences, sociology has ignored these

organization. Individual chapters take on such topics

advances and embraced a biophobia that threatens to

as: The roots and nature of human sociality; the

drive the discipline into marginality. This book

origins of morality in human social life and an

takes its place in a rich tradition of efforts to

evolutionary perspective on human interests,

integrate sociological thinking into the world of the

reciprocity, and altruism; the sex difference in our
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species and what it contributes to an explanation of

now been a largely neglected study site among

sociological facts; the nature of stratification, status,

evolutionary biologists. With its conspicuously

and inequality in human evolutionary history; the

altered ecological dynamics, it stands in stark

question of race in our species; and the contribution

contrast to the natural environments traditionally

evolutionary theory makes to explaining the origins

used as cornerstones for evolutionary ecology

and the importance of culture in human societies.

research. Urbanization can offer a great range of

Urban Evolutionary Biology Marta Szulkin

new opportunities to test for rapid evolutionary

2020-05-05 Urban Evolutionary Biology fills an

processes as a consequence of human activity, both

important knowledge gap on wild organismal

because of replicate contexts for hypothesis testing,

evolution in the urban environment, whilst

but also because cities are characterized by an array

offering a novel exploration of the fast-growing

of easily quantifiable environmental axes of

new field of evolutionary research. The growing

variation and thus testable agents of selection.

rate of urbanization and the maturation of urban

Thanks to a wide possible breadth of inference (in

study systems worldwide means interest in the

terms of taxa) that may be studied, and a great

urban environment as an agent of evolutionary

variety of analytical methods, urban evolution has

change is rapidly increasing. We are presently

the potential to stand at a fascinating multi-

witnessing the emergence of a new field of

disciplinary crossroad, enriching the field of

research in evolutionary biology. Despite its rapid

evolutionary biology with emergent yet incredibly

global expansion, the urban environment has until

potent new research themes where the urban
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habitat is key. Urban Evolutionary Biology is an

nature of social stratification and inequality and its

advanced textbook suitable for graduate level

effects; identity, status, and other group processes;

students as well as professional researchers studying

race, ethnicity, and race discrimination; fertility and

the genetics, evolutionary biology, and ecology of

family processes; crime and deviance; and cultural

urban environments. It is also highly relevant to

and social change. The scholars whose work is

urban ecologists and urban wildlife practitioners.

presented in this volume come from a variety of

The Oxford Handbook of Evolution, Biology, and

disciplines in addition to sociology, including

Society Dr. Rosemary Hopcroft 2018-03-09

psychology, political science, and criminology. Yet,

Evolution, biology, and society is a catch-all phrase

as the essays in this volume demonstrate, the

encompassing any scholarly work that utilizes

potential of theory and methods from biology for

evolutionary theory and/or biological or behavioral

illuminating social phenomena is clear, and

genetic methods in the study of the human social

sociologists stand to gain from learning more about

group, and The Oxford Handbook of Evolution,

them and using them in their own work. The

Biology, and Society contains an much needed

theory focuses on evolution by natural selection, the

overview of research in the area by sociologists and

primary paradigm of the biological sciences, while

other social scientists. The examined topics cover a

the methods include the statistical analyses

wide variety of issues, including the origins of social

sociologists are familiar with, as well as other

solidarity; religious beliefs; sex differences; gender

methods that they may not be familiar with, such as

inequality; determinants of human happiness; the

behavioral genetic methods, methods for including
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genetic factors in statistical analyses, gene-wide

technological advances, and the inclusion of external

association studies, candidate gene studies, and

theoretical frameworks from the social and natural

methods for testing levels of hormones and other

sciences. These interdisciplinary perspectives

biochemicals in blood and saliva and including these

became the backbone of bioarchaeology and

factors in analyses. This work will be of interest to

strengthened the discipline’s ability to address

any sociologist with an interest in exploring the

questions about past biological and social dynamics.

interaction of biological and sociological processes. As

Consequently, how, why, and when to apply

an introduction to the field it is useful for teaching

external theory to studies of past populations are

upper-level or graduate students in sociology or a

central and timely questions tied to future

related social science.

developments of the discipline. This book facilitates

Regional Sociology Radhakamal Mukerjee 1926

ongoing dialogues about theoretical applications

Oxford Bibliographies

within the field and interdisciplinary connections

Theoretical Approaches in Bioarchaeology Colleen

between bioarchaeology, biological anthropology,

M. Cheverko 2020-08-21 Theoretical Approaches in

and other disciplines. Each chapter highlights how a

Bioarchaeology emphasizes how several different

theoretical framework originating from a social or

theoretical perspectives can be used to reconstruct

natural science connects to past and future

the biocultural experiences of humans in the past.

bioarchaeological research. For scholars and

Over the past few decades, bioarchaeology has been

archaeologists interested in the theoretical

transformed through methodological revisions,

applications of bioarchaeology, this book will be an
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excellent resource.

history theory has made enormous progress in

Handbook of the Life Course Jeylan T. Mortimer

explaining the diversity of life history strategies

2007-12-14 This comprehensive handbook provides

among species, it traditionally ignores the

an overview of key theoretical perspectives,

underlying proximate mechanisms. This novel book

concepts, and methodological approaches that, while

argues that many fundamental problems in life

applied to diverse phenomena, are united in their

history evolution, including the nature of trade-offs,

general approach to the study of lives across age

can only be fully resolved if we begin to integrate

phases. In surveying the wide terrain of life course

information on developmental, physiological, and

studies with dual emphases on theory and empirical

genetic mechanisms into the classical life history

research, this important reference work presents

framework. Each chapter is written by an

probative concepts and methods and identifies

established or up-and-coming leader in their

promising avenues for future research.

respective field; they not only represent the state of

Mechanisms of Life History Evolution Thomas Flatt

the art but also offer fresh perspectives for future

2011-05-12 Life history theory seeks to explain the

research. The text is divided into 7 sections that

evolution of the major features of life cycles by

cover basic concepts (Part 1), the mechanisms that

analyzing the ecological factors that shape age-

affect different parts of the life cycle (growth,

specific schedules of growth, reproduction, and

development, and maturation; reproduction; and

survival and by investigating the trade-offs that

aging and somatic maintenance) (Parts 2-4), life

constrain the evolution of these traits. Although life

history plasticity (Part 5), life history integration
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and trade-offs (Part 6), and concludes with a

Genetics, and includes contributions by former

synthesis chapter written by a prominent leader in

students, post-docs, colleagues and collaborators,

the field and an editorial postscript (Part 7).

which cover issues ranging from the history and

Thinking about Evolution Rama S. Singh 2001

conceptual foundations of evolutionary biology and

Originally published in 2001, this is the second of

genetics, to the implications of human genetic

two volumes published by Cambridge University

diversity.

Press in honour of Richard Lewontin. This second

Teaching About Evolution and the Nature of

volume of essays honours the philosophical,

Science National Academy of Sciences 1998-05-06

historical and political dimensions of his work. It is

Today many school students are shielded from one

fitting that the volume covers such a wide range of

of the most important concepts in modern science:

perspectives on modern biology, given the range of

evolution. In engaging and conversational style,

Lewontin's own contributions. He is not just a very

Teaching About Evolution and the Nature of

successful practitioner of evolutionary genetics, but

Science provides a well-structured framework for

a rigorous critic of the practices of genetics and

understanding and teaching evolution. Written for

evolutionary biology and an articulate analyst of the

teachers, parents, and community officials as well as

social, political and economic contexts and

scientists and educators, this book describes how

consequences of genetic and evolutionary research.

evolution reveals both the great diversity and

The volume begins with an essay by Lewontin on

similarity among the Earth's organisms; it explores

Natural History and Formalism in Evolutionary

how scientists approach the question of evolution;
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and it illustrates the nature of science as a way of

asked questions about evolution. Teaching About

knowing about the natural world. In addition, the

Evolution and the Nature of Science builds on the

book provides answers to frequently asked

1996 National Science Education Standards released

questions to help readers understand many of the

by the National Research Council--and offers

issues and misconceptions about evolution. The book

detailed guidance on how to evaluate and choose

includes sample activities for teaching about

instructional materials that support the standards.

evolution and the nature of science. For example,

Comprehensive and practical, this book brings one

the book includes activities that investigate fossil

of today's educational challenges into focus in a

footprints and population growth that teachers of

balanced and reasoned discussion. It will be of special

science can use to introduce principles of evolution.

interest to teachers of science, school administrators,

Background information, materials, and step-by-step

and interested members of the community.

presentations are provided for each activity. In

Biosociology Anthony Walsh 2017-09-08 Anthony

addition, this volume: Presents the evidence for

Walsh bridges the divide separating sociology from

evolution, including how evolution can be observed

biology—a divide created in the late nineteenth

today. Explains the nature of science through a

century when sociology emerged from the fields of

variety of examples. Describes how science differs

social theory and philosophy. Walsh focuses on the

from other human endeavors and why evolution is

viewpoint held by former American Sociological

one of the best avenues for helping students

Association president Douglas Massey: sociologists

understand this distinction. Answers frequently

have allowed the fact that we are social beings to
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obscure the biological foundations upon which our

important divide between the fields and where it

behaviour ultimately rests. Walsh argues that

currently stands.

sociology has nothing to fear and a wealth of riches

Evolutionary Ecology Anne E. Magurran 2005 The

to gain if it pays attention to the theories, concepts,

Trinidadian guppy represents a uniguely tractable

and methodologies of the biological sciences. Both

vertebrate system, which has raised key questions

study the same phenomena. Beginning with an

in evolutionary ecology and supplied many of the

examination of the reasons why we need a biosocial

answers. This work discusses this study and

approach, Walsh explores sociology's traditional

incorporates significant new findings and insights.

"taboo" concepts (reductionism, essentialism, etc.)

Evolutionary Aesthetics of Human Ethics in

and how those concepts are viewed in the natural

Hardy’s Tragic Narratives Rıza Öztürk 2011-05-25

sciences. Throughout the work, the author

Treatment of Hardy’s tragic narratives under the

introduces relevant concepts from genetics and the

objective lens of evolutionary literary theory has

neurosciences, using examples that will appeal to all

led to three basic findings: First, within the scope of

sociologists. Later chapters apply his introductory

the analysis of the five major tragic narratives,

arguments to traditional substantive sociological

representation of Hardy’s evolutionary aesthetics of

issues such as culture, crime, gender, socialization,

human ethics, in terms of altruistic sympathy and

social class, and the family. This book will be

compassion, shows that adapted parental investment

essential to all sociologists, evolutionary biologists,

in children indicates the reason why women

and scholars interested in the history of this

submit to pain and suffering more than the men do.
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The costly investment of women in maternal

methods. A scientific and objective view of human

behaviour leads to submission in many cases, but in

life is in opposition to postmodern and structuralist

return they gain better fitness for survival and

approaches, which have generally been considered

reproduction than men. This is implicitly

as the centre of interest during the latter half of the

highlighted as a force of superiority in the tragedies

20th century.

studied, as the male characters often invest in heroic

Life History Evolution Derek A. Roff 2002 Life

deeds over their children. Second, that which has

History Evolution represents a synthetic approach

for many years been identified as pessimism in

to the understanding of the evolution of life history

Hardy’s tragic narratives is in fact a surface

variation using the three types of environment

cognitive layer, under which is an implicit teaching

(constant, stochastic, predictable) as the focus under

of evolutionary aesthetics of human ethics, which

which the theory is developed and tested. First, the

guides to a true fitness of human life. Third,

author outlines a general framework for the study

sympathy and particularly compassion are not only

and analysis of life history variation, bringing

human emotions but also adapted cognitive virtues

together the approaches of quantitative genetic

that centre on ethical teaching. Thus, an integrated

modeling and optimality analysis. Using this

model of science and humanities for art and literary

framework, he then discusses how life histories

analysis is required to address not only those of

evolve in the three different types of

English language and literature departments, but

environments, each of which presents unique

also those aligned to the idea of integrating the two

characteristics. The theme of the book is that an
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understanding of evolutionary change requires

and sociological variation within the human species

analysis at both the genetic and phenotypic levels,

that has long been the stock and trade of social

and that the environment plays a central role in

scientific study. The eighteen chapters of this book

such analyses. Intended for graduate students and

review six disciplines, eighteen authors, and

researchers, the book's emphasis is on assumptions

eighty-two volumes published between 1734 and

and testing of models. Mathematical processes are

2015—re-reading the texts in the light of life

described, but mathematical derivations are kept to

history evolution.

a minimum. Each chapter includes a summary, and

New Directions in the Sociology of Aging National

boxes provide supplementary material.

Research Council 2013-12-26 The aging of the

Life History Evolution Steven C. Hertler 2018-07-04

population of the United States is occurring at a time

The social sciences share a mission to shed light on

of major economic and social changes. These

human nature and society. However, there is no

economic changes include consideration of increases

widely accepted meta-theory; no foundation from

in the age of eligibility for Social Security and

which variables can be linked, causally sequenced,

Medicare and possible changes in benefit levels.

or ultimately explained. This book advances “life

Furthermore, changes in the social context in

history evolution” as the missing meta-theory for

which older individuals and families function may

the social sciences. Originally a biological theory for

well affect the nature of key social relationships and

the variation between species, research on life

institutions that define the environment for older

history evolution now encompasses psychological

persons. Sociology offers a knowledge base, a
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number of useful analytic approaches and tools, and

social processes in aging over the life cycle; a

unique theoretical perspectives that can facilitate

review of existing databases, data needs and

understanding of these demographic, economic, and

opportunities, primarily in the area of measurement

social changes and, to the extent possible, their

of interhousehold and intergenerational

causes, consequences and implications. New

transmission of resources, biomarkers and biosocial

Directions in the Sociology of Aging evaluates the

interactions; and a summary of roadblocks and

recent contributions of social demography, social

bridges to transdisciplinary research that will affect

epidemiology and sociology to the study of aging

the future directions of the field of sociology of

and identifies promising new research directions in

aging.

these sub-fields. Included in this study are nine

An Introduction to Social Biology Alan Dale

papers prepared by experts in sociology,

2013-09-11 An Introduction to Social Biology

demography, social genomics, public health, and

examines the application of biological principles in

other fields, that highlight the broad array of tools

order to live a satisfactorily life. This book contains

and perspectives that can provide the basis for

14 chapters that discuss certain aspects of politics,

further advancing the understanding of aging

theology, morality, and philosophy. The first

processes in ways that can inform policy. This

chapters address the properties of living things and

report discusses the role of sociology in what is a

some paleontological evidence of evolution. Other

wide-ranging and diverse field of study; a proposed

chapters deal with the relationship between man

three-dimensional conceptual model for studying

and evolution; behavior of man as an animal; process
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of human and animal reproduction; definition of the

biology, and epidemiology have led to the growing

theory of inheritance; relationship between

realisation that incorporating evolutionary thinking

agglutinins and agglutinogens; effects of mixing a

is essential for medicine to achieve its full potential.

donor’s blood and the receiver’s serum; and

This revised and updated second edition of the first

development of a fetus. These topics are followed

comprehensive textbook of evolutionary medicine

by discussion of the social hygiene and the history

explains the principles of evolutionary biology from

and developments in medicine. An analysis of the

a medical perspective and focuses on how medicine

diagnostic devices and techniques employed in the

and public health might utilise evolutionary

middle age is provided. The last chapters explore

thinking. It is written to be accessible to a broad

the quality and characteristics of food and beverages,

range of readers, whether or not they have had

as well as the social life among animals. The book

formal exposure to evolutionary science. The

can provide useful information to the biologists,

general structure of the second edition remains

students, and researchers.

unchanged, with the initial six chapters providing a

Principles of Evolutionary Medicine Alan Beedle

summary of the evolutionary theory relevant to

2016-03-17 Evolutionary science is critical to an

understanding human health and disease, using

understanding of integrated human biology and is

examples specifically relevant to medicine. The

increasingly recognised as a core discipline by

second part of the book describes the application of

medical and public health professionals. Advances in

evolutionary principles to understanding particular

the field of genomics, epigenetics, developmental

aspects of human medicine: in addition to updated
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chapters on reproduction, metabolism, and

underlying human health and disease.

behaviour, there is an expanded chapter on our

The Oxford Handbook of Evolution, Biology, and

coexistence with micro-organisms and an entirely

Society Rosemary Hopcroft 2018 Evolution, biology,

new chapter on cancer. The two parts are bridged

and society is a catch-all phrase encompassing any

by a chapter that details pathways by which

scholarly work that utilizes evolutionary theory

evolutionary processes affect disease risk and

and/or biological or behavioral genetic methods in

symptoms, and how hypotheses in evolutionary

the study of the human social group, and The

medicine can be tested. The final two chapters of

Oxford Handbook of Evolution, Biology, and Society

the volume are considerably expanded; they

contains an much needed overview of research in

illustrate the application of evolutionary biology to

the area by sociologists and other social scientists.

medicine and public health, and consider the ethical

The examined topics cover a wide variety of issues,

and societal issues of an evolutionary perspective. A

including the origins of social solidarity; religious

number of new clinical examples and historical

beliefs; sex differences; gender inequality;

illustrations are included. This second edition of a

determinants of human happiness; the nature of

novel and popular textbook provides an updated

social stratification and inequality and its effects;

resource for doctors and other health professionals,

identity, status, and other group processes; race,

medical students and biomedical scientists, as well as

ethnicity, and race discrimination; fertility and

anthropologists interested in human health, to gain a

family processes; crime and deviance; and cultural

better understanding of the evolutionary processes

and social change. The scholars whose work is
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presented in this volume come from a variety of

any sociologist with an interest in exploring the

disciplines in addition to sociology, including

interaction of biological and sociological processes. As

psychology, political science, and criminology. Yet,

an introduction to the field it is useful for teaching

as the essays in this volume demonstrate, the

upper-level or graduate students in sociology or a

potential of theory and methods from biology for

related social science.

illuminating social phenomena is clear, and

A Primer of Life Histories Jeffrey A. Hutchings

sociologists stand to gain from learning more about

2021-09-15 Life histories can be defined as the

them and using them in their own work. The

means by which individuals (or more precisely

theory focuses on evolution by natural selection, the

genotypes) vary their age- or stage-specific

primary paradigm of the biological sciences, while

expenditures of reproductive effort in response to

the methods include the statistical analyses

genetic, phenotypic, and environmental correlates

sociologists are familiar with, as well as other

of survival and fecundity. Life histories reflect the

methods that they may not be familiar with, such as

expression of traits most closely related to individual

behavioral genetic methods, methods for including

fitness, such as age and size at maturity, number and

genetic factors in statistical analyses, gene-wide

size of offspring, and the timing of the expression of

association studies, candidate gene studies, and

those traits throughout an individual's life. In

methods for testing levels of hormones and other

addition to addressing questions of fundamental

biochemicals in blood and saliva and including these

importance to ecology and evolution, life-history

factors in analyses. This work will be of interest to

research plays an integral role in species
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conservation and management. This accessible

inclusive, this text provides an invaluable review of

primer encompasses the basic concepts, theories, and

an expansive selection of topics in human evolution,

applied elements of life history evolution, including

variation and adaptability for professionals and

patterns of trait variability, underlying mechanisms

students in biological anthropology, evolutionary

of plastic/evolutionary change, and the practical

biology, medical sciences and psychology. The

utility of life-history traits as metrics of

chapters are organized around four broad themes,

species/population recovery, sustainable

with sections devoted to phenotypic and genetic

exploitation, and risk of extinction. Empirical

variation within and between human populations,

examples are drawn from the entire spectrum of

reproductive physiology and behavior, growth and

life. A Primer of Life Histories is designed for

development, and human health from evolutionary

readers from a broad range of academic backgrounds

and ecological perspectives. An introductory section

and experience including graduate students and

provides readers with the historical, theoretical and

researchers of ecology and evolutionary biology. It

methodological foundations needed to understand

will also be useful to a more applied audience of

the more complex ideas presented later. Two

academic/government researchers in fields such as

hundred discussion questions provide starting points

wildlife biology, conservation biology, fisheries

for class debate and assignments to test student

science, and the environmental sciences.

understanding.

Human Evolutionary Biology Michael P.

Play Among Books Miro Roman 2021-12-06 How

Muehlenbein 2010-07-29 Wide-ranging and

does coding change the way we think about
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architecture? This question opens up an important

one another across generations. With attention to

research perspective. In this book, Miro Roman and

both biological family relations as well as in-law and

his AI Alice_ch3n81 develop a playful scenario in

step-relations, it provides an overview of existing

which they propose coding as the new literacy of

studies centred on intergenerational relations –

information. They convey knowledge in the form

particularly grandparenting – that incorporate social

of a project model that links the fields of

science and evolutionary family theories. This

architecture and information through two

evolutionary social science approach to

interwoven narrative strands in an “infinite flow”

intergenerational family relations goes well beyond

of real books. Focusing on the intersection of

the traditional nature versus nurture distinction. As

information technology and architectural

such, it will appeal to scholars across a range of

formulation, the authors create an evolving

disciplines with interests in relations of kinship, the

intellectual reflection on digital architecture and

lifecourse and the sociology of the family.

computer science.

Behaviour and Evolution Marion Hall 1998-11-25

Intergenerational Family Relations Antti O.

This volume examines a variety of aspects of animal

Tanskanen 2018-08-06 This book offers a synthesis

behavior and analyzes the underlying relationship

of social science and evolutionary approaches to the

between behavior and evolution. Studying behavior

study of intergenerational relations, using biological,

draws upon the work of scientists from a number of

psychological and sociological factors to develop a

disciplines, all seeking to answer the question of

single framework for understanding why kin help

why an animal behaves in the way it does. The
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possible answers to this question development,

effectare explored in this easy-to-read introduction

survival value, evolutionary history, and cause-and-

to behavior and evolution.
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